Cage Combination Examples

Flooring: FLOOR RACKS (Polypropylene)

- **#1** = 16"w x 25 3/4"
- **#2** = 18"w x 25 3/4"
- **#3** = 21 3/4"w x 25 3/4"

Vinyl Mat: VINYL FLOOR MAT

- **D** = 27 3/4"w x 25 3/4"
- **E** = 33 1/4"w x 25 3/4"

Roll lengths of 33' (Widths of 24", 30", & 36")

Roll colors:
- 24" - Black, Blue, & Green
- 30" - Black
- 36" - Black, Blue, & Green

Legs (per rack) $11.00

*Multi-tiered configurations over 54" tall by 58" wide are built as 2-tiered banks with stackable strips (exceptions can be made)*